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How is the climate changing in
INDIANA?

#INCCIA
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Or in other words....What does CC mean for Indiana?So this is the question that we were asking at the Purdue Climate Change Research Center a few years ago when our director Jeff Dukes took the reins. And to help answer this question our center set off on a multi-year (unfunded) journey called....
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Technical contributions from:
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The Indiana Climate Change Impacts Assessment. So with leadership from Purdue, we’ve partnered with about 100 experts at various institutions across the state to develop a series of reports that look at the future risks facing Hoosiers so we can be more prepared for a range of possible outcomes
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Indiana is getting warmer  

Annual Average Temperature 
Indiana

+1.3°F



Indiana is getting warmer
Annual temperature has increased 

1.3°F over the last century.

Longer frost-free season
Fewer cold days
Significantly warmer 

overnight temperatures 
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So with this 1.2F of warming, this has translated to shifts in some other weather variables that are important for ag. We can see that our frost-free season is 2-3 weeks longer now than it was 50 years ago. On average, we see fewer cold days (they’re by no means gone, after all this is a northern climate) but there are fewer of them. We also see that our overnight temperatures are warming much more quickly than our average temps or our high temps. Overnight temperatures have warmed about 2F over the last century. And this is an important observation to note for ag production.



Indiana is getting 
wetter

Annual Total Precipitation
Indiana

+6.5”

#INCCIA



Indiana is getting 
wetter 

Annual Total Precipitation
Indiana

+6.5”



Photo credit: NOAA

Heavy rainfall is more intense 
& happening more often.

#INCCIA

In the amount of rain 
falling in heavy downpours 

42% 

Data for Midwest U.S., 1958 – 2016. Source: NOAA
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Not only are we seeing more total rain, but the nature of storms has shifted. Across the Midwest, our heaviest rainfall events have about 42% more rain volume now compared to the 1950s. Research shows that weather stations in Indiana are seeing an increase in the number of 2” and 3” rainfall events. So if it seems like these heavy events are changing, you’re perceptions match the data. And as we increase our total rainfall and shift the patterns of heavy downpours, we see more flooding. In fact, the magnitude of flooding in Indiana has been increasing by 6-9% per decade since the 1920s.All of this moisture affects when we can access fields, our ability to keep nutrients in the soils, soil loss through erosion. So we’ve been building farming systems and adopting management practices based on a certain set of climate expectations....



Days per year that exceed the 1900-2016 period’s 99th

percentile for Indiana (statewide average).
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#INCCIA PRELIMINARY DATA FROM 
INCCIA WATER REPORT

Stream 
flows have  
increased 



Should we expect these 
changes to continue?
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Let’s take a brief look at some key results from IN CCIA.Be thinking about what these changes mean for storm water management and design, maintaining water quality and meeting changing water demands. Also think about how these changes affect our roadways and other transportation infrastructure, along our social systems and personal well-being. 



Indiana will get warmer
Annual temperature has already 

increased 1.3°F over the last century.

Warming expected to continue and accelerate

Indiana scientists used 10 climate models to look at 
future warming. 

Range of outcomes based on medium- and high-
emissions scenarios
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Starting with Climate



Indiana’s warming will continue and accelerate.

 Fewer “mild” days

 More hot days

 Longer warm season

 Milder cold season

5°F to 6°F of 
warming 

expected by 
mid-century 

Future projection for medium & 
high emissions scenario

Mid-century represents average from 2041-2070, 
with change relative to the average from 1915 -2013 



Days Above 90 ºF
Annual Count

PAST 2041-
2070

MEDIUM EMISSIONS
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IMPACT PATHWAYSPavement stressWater demandHealth risks for outdoor workersAir quality reductions



Freeze Thaw Cycles 

Increased variability in winter temperature 
resulting in more freeze/thaw cycles

INCCIA

Average Number of Cycles in February

2-6 Events
(PAST)

4-7 Events
(2041-2070)
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periods when daily air temperature transitions from below to above freezing Even taking into account the benefits of milder winters for paved surfaces, the EPA estimates that higher temperatures associated with unmitigated climate change would result in approximately $6 billion annually in added road maintenance costs and over $1 billion in impacts to rail transportation by 2090 (in 2015 dollars).28



Annual precipitation has increased 6.5” 
over the last century.

6% to 8% increase in annual rainfall 
is projected by mid-century. 

Indiana will get wetter
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Also expect more rain coming in heavy downpours



More falling as rain, not snow
 Increased early-season soil saturation

Some seasons will be wetter
WINTER: 16 to 20% increase 
by mid-century 

SPRING: 13 to 16% increase 
by mid-century
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Also expect more rain coming in heavy downpours



Summer & fall show slight declines 
by mid-century, with less certainty in 
the projections

 Increased water demand from added heat
Drier soils

Some seasons will be drier
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Also expect more rain coming in heavy downpours



Based on seasonal average temperature and precipitation
Seasonal Analogs

Base map shows 1981 to 2010 average 
seasonal temperature from PRISM archive 

Statewide Average
2050s represents average from 2041 to 2070
2080s represents average from 2071 to 2100



Changes in temperature 
& precipitation will alter 
all aspects of the 
hydrologic cycle

Snow cover

Runoff

Soil moisture

Evaporation

Streamflow

Flooding

Drought

Amount & timing
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These will be elaborated on in the water report (forthcoming)
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Impact Pathways:Winter flooding and stormwater impactsWater supply from groundwaterHigher soil moisture in winter and springIncreased erosion and transport of nutrients from farmlandWater quality in rivers and health of the Great Lakes



#INCCIA

Water Quality

Flood Control

Infrastructure
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We are all upstream from someone. When we’re talking about managing water flows and runoff in urban and populated areas, we have to be managing flows in the entire watershed.



SNEAK PEAK
PRELIMINARY DATA FROM 

INCCIA WATER REPORT



EPA 2015

Vulnerable Bridges
No change in heat-trapping gas emissions

With large reductions 
heat-trapping gas 

emissions

CIRA analysis identified bridges that may be 
vulnerable to increased peak river flows



Adaptation: 
Are we ready for these changes?



“One of the most effective strategies for reducing 
the risks of climate change is to avoid placing 
people and infrastructure in vulnerable locations.”

-- Transportation and Climate Change: An Assessment 
by the National Research Council (2008)

Need to consider CC impacts on infrastructure investments
There needs to be integration between land use planning 

and transportation planning. 

Adaptation strategy: rethinking 
location of structures



Critical infrastructure in the floodplain?
New analysis suggests flood risk is underestimated in many communities



Adaptation strategy: update 
design standards
Are past experiences with extreme events still a 
reliable indicator for future risk? 

Climate and hydrological projections show the frequency and 
magnitude of extreme rainfall events and streamflows/flooding 
will shift in Indiana. 

Several Indiana communities are already building stormwater 
systems to accommodate changing rainfall and runoff patterns. 
What about adjustments in bridge design? Pavement specs? 



“Cities can enhance their adaptive capacity to climate 
change through their urban land management, which 
includes the legal and political systems, planning 
departments, zoning regulations, infrastructure and 
urban services, land markets, and fiscal arrangement."

NCA 2014 Technical Input Paper
“Climate Change and Infrastructure, Urban Systems, and Vulnerabilities”

Adaptation strategy: integrated planning

We must take a systems approach to achieve climate resilience.



Coping with excess rainfall - watershed impacts

• Slow down the runoff
• Rain gardens, bioswales
• Increase pervious pavement
• Nutrient stewardship(4-R’s)
• Insurance options 
• Relocating infrastructure vs. 

buffering systems against 
impacts



http://IndianaClimate.org

Stay informed, stay connected

Jeffrey Dukes
PCCRC Director
jsdukes@purdue.edu
@DukesJeff

Melissa Widhalm
IN CCIA Coordinator
mwidhalm@purdue.edu

@PurdueCCRC





A new research center, co-led by Purdue 
University, is developing new infrastructure 
that facilitates widespread adoption of electric 
vehicles. The center is named ASPIRE –
Advancing Sustainability through Powered 
Infrastructure for Roadway Electrification.

Advancing sustainable, electrified transportation

The goal:
Eliminate  vehicle range and charging as 
obstacles for all types of vehicles
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Our government, private industries, and universities are heavily investing in R&D to move our society toward a fully electrified transportation system. They’re imagining a future where electric vehicles can self-charge in motion using wireless technology integrated into our roads and parking structures. They’re reimagining a power grid and electrical infrastructure to support a fully electric transportation system. EV technology is still in the early stages, and this work aims to challenges and opportunities for this coming decade and beyond.

https://aspire.usu.edu/


Impacts to green drainage systems include floodwater stress,
degrading structure & function of riparian buffers

and reducing rain garden benefits   
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Green drainage systems include riparian buffers – vegetated areas along streams that intercept pollutants and help to prevent soil erosion – and rain gardens (aka bioretention areas), which are low areas planted with wetland species like the cardinal flower and cutleaf coneflower shown in the inset. Projected increases in overall precipitation and extreme precipitation events will impose additional floodwater stresses on these systems. For example, excessive stormwater runoff can erode streambanks and reduce biodiversity, impairing the ability of riparian buffers to mitigate nitrate pollution. And because rain gardens are best at reducing stormwater runoff from small precipitation events, increases in extreme precipitation events could reduce the benefits they provide, and actually end up increasing contaminant loads from stormwater sewers.(On the other hand, longer flood durations may result in lower emissions of the greenhouse gas nitrous oxide from urban riparian buffers.)Image Sources: Ramboll, http://www.ramboll.com/services-and-sectors/planning-and-urban-design/blue-green-infrastructure-design, https://www.cityparksalliance.org/why-urban-parks-matter/frontline-parks/parks/437-tanner-springs-park-Hoosier Interfaith Power & Light, http://www.hoosieripl.org/indiana_s_catholic_community
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